Implementing, installing and monitoring an Animex® dormouse bridge
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In association with:

In the UK, Hazel Dormice have experienced a marked decline, largely
attributable to habitat fragmentation and isolation. As a highly arboreal
species, their optimum habitat is connected woodland with a dense
understory, and they are reluctant to cross habitat gaps at ground level and
venture out in the open where they may be exposed.
Infrastructure cutting through habitat reduces the movement of individuals,
reducing population strength, as well as reducing accessibility to a range of
habitats. Reconnecting habitat areas with a bridge where vegetation isn’t
possible can increase movement and strengthen the populations to help
conserve this protected species along with others.
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SECTION I

SECTION I
INTRODUCTION
The Animex® Wildlife Bridge provides a tried and tested method of permanently connecting or
reconnecting fragmented dormouse habitat. The bridge can be installed either as a standalone
structure or retrofitted to an existing structure such as a road bridge/gantry or through an
underpass/culvert.
These best practice guidelines provide a summary of the process to ensure the successful
implementation of an Animex® Wildlife Bridge on your project. Please note, however, that every
site is different and therefore this guidance should be considered generic; please contact us should
you require site-specific advice.
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TRIED & TESTED
Research behind the design
The Animex® Wildilfe Bridge was developed on the
Isle of Wight in conjunction with the People’s Trust
for Endangered Species, based on a successful
Japanese design. A 30m trial bridge was constructed
and installed across a railway between two isolated
woodland habitats. Motion-activated trail cameras
were installed on the bridge to record activity.
Hazel Dormice were first recorded on the bridge
only 9 hours after its installation and a total of 36
individual dormouse events were recorded between
May - October 2016 with 16 full crossings likely to
have occurred. Red Squirrels were also found to be
using the bridge for crossing with 94 individual events
recorded.
Find more details on the original research article
published in Conservation Evidence in 2019 here
or contact us for a copy. This research has been
presented at several international conferences
including Infra Eco Network Europe (IENE),
the International Conference on Ecology and
Transportation (ICOET) and the National Dormouse
Conference.

A.

B.

C.

The Animex® Wildlife Bridge considers dormice
behaviour in its design. It provides multiple entry/
exit points, multiple climbing surfaces and provides
predator protection and shelter to allow the dormice
to feel comfortable crossing.
Since 2016, technical improvements have been made
to the prototype to ensure acceptability by Highways
England and local road authorities. The updated
design was monitored at the same location and
dormice continued to use the bridge until 2019 when
monitoring finished.
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Dormice were recorded using many different parts of the bridge,
often within the same crossing event including:
A. on the lumber sides
B. inside the bridge and
C. on the top of the bridge.
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SECTION I

SUMMARY & TIMELINE

What happens from concept to completion?
Below is a summary of the process to enable an Animex® Wildilfe bridge to be implemented and provide successful
habitat connectivity for dormice populations. Future sections of this guideline will include further details on the process.

1
2
3
4

DORMOUSE POPULATION MONITORING
•
•

Determine which areas of a site dormice are currently using (i.e. dormouse surveys)
This step will likely also inform any European Protected Species Licence (EPSL) required for a project
and the level of mitigation needed

PLANNING: THE BEST BRIDGE LOCATION(S) AND T YPE OF BRIDGE

Section II
pg. 8

IDENTIFY STAKEHOLDERS AND OWNERSHIP

Section III
pg. 18

• Assess the wider landscape for dormouse habitat connectivity on a large scale
• Position the bridge ends in optimal habitat
• Choose the best bridge type - are there existing structures suitable for a retrofit bridge?

• Identify all project stakeholders to consult and if there are specific requirements
• Determine who will take ownership of the bridge after completion
• Find out the technical approval process and if an AIP or other agreement is needed

REQUEST INITIAL QUOTATION

• Once the approximate design is identified, you can determine estimated project cost
• Request quotes for design and supply from the Animex® Wildlife Bridge team
TIMELINE: An initial supply estimate can typically be given within 1 to 2 working days while the
estimates for design and installation may take over 1 week

DESIGN PROCESS

5

• Engineers will work with authorities to design the bridge and foundations
• The design will go through an approval process, often requiring adjustments
• Design is approved and certified by engineers and Technical Approval Authority (TAA)

Section IV
pg. 20

TIMELINE: It is recommended to allow at least 3 to 4 months for design of projects for major
infrastructure. Generally initial structural proposals will take approximately 2 to 3 weeks, which will
depend on information provided by the stakeholders (see Section IV). Drafts are sent to stakeholders
and authorities for comments. This process varies widely, depending on the project requirements and
how quickly the authority responds, but each redesign typically involves an additional 2 to 3 weeks.
If an Agreement in Principle (AIP) is required, leave extra time in the design period for back and forth
adjustments between the engineers and the TAA.
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6

FINAL QUOTATION

• A final quotation for supply and installation is provided based on the certified design
• Please note, the final quotation may differ from the initial quotation if there have been many changes
Timeline: Allow at least 1 week for the final supply quotation to be created.

7

SUPPLY & DELIVERY

8

INSTALLATION

9

• Upon acceptance of quotation, the bespoke bridge is prepared and delivered to site
• Documentation including 30-year guarantee and installation guidance is provided

Section V
pg. 24

TIMELINE: Allow a minimum of 6-8 weeks for the bridge to be delivered. This time will be
increased for a longer bridge or if multiple bridges have been ordered at the same time, or if there are
other bridge orders being processed. The Animex® Wildlilfe Bridge is not an off-the-shelf product and
requires bespoke parts manufactured upon the placement of the order.

• Bridge is installed by the contractors
• In some cases, vegetation may need to be planted at the ends for full connectivity

Section V
pg. 26

TIMELINE: Varies based on bridge type and length. We recommend to allow a minimum of 2 weeks
for installation of one bridge. However, another thing to keep in mind for installation is the time of
year. The bridge typically connects into vegetation which may have restrictions on removal. Consult
with the project Ecologist and take into consideration any restrictions on vegetation or ground works.

POST-INSTALLATION
•
•
•
•

Dormouse boxes should be installed in habitat either end of the bridge
Recommended to continue dormouse population monitoring both ends of the bridge
Habitat management to maintain ideal habitat opportunities for dormice
Bridge may require technical inspection – as determined by the authorities

Section VI
pg. 28

A NOTE ON TIMELINE
This timeline is to be used as a guideline only. Animex Bridge cannot guarantee that every project will follow
the estimates of time required. Most frequently the stage that varies the most is the design approval, especially
if an Agreement in Principle (AIP) is required. This is because the requirements vary by road type, region and the
preferences of the authority. For this reason we recommend to start planning as early as possible and consult the
authority in early planning stages. The authority can then give feedback on the initial design idea to minimise the
number of design readjustments and streamline this process.
If your project is a private road that does not require authority approval, this will significantly reduce the time required.
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SECTION II

SECTION II
PLANNING:
SELECTING THE RIGHT BRIDGE
Planning is the most important step in providing a long-term connection for dormice with a bridge.
This is a long-term solution so it is important the bridge is going to provide the best option and is “fit
for purpose”.
The first stage to consider is where and how to position the bridge within the landscape. Along with
this, there are several different ways in which a bridge can be constructed to provide connectivity.
Consider all the options and assess. If you need assistance with this stage, an Animex® Connectivity
Ecologist will be able to help in planning.
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POSITIONING IS KEY!

Why is it important to find the right location?
WIDER LANDSCAPE
•

Assess your Dormouse survey data – does
this indicate the presence of any dormouse
population hotspots?

•

Consider the scheme within a wider landscape
context – are there obvious routes of habitat
connectivity both within the site and into the
wider landscape? Is there a location that would
provide greater access to the landscape?

•

Aim to ‘funnel’ dormice to the bridge: can the
arboreal habitat connectivity throughout the
habitat network (including but not limited to
either end of the bridge) be enhanced within
the landscape strategy?

•

Can management of the surrounding vegetation
be altered to increase its suitability for dormice?
For example, if management is currently
undertaken on an annual basis can this be
reduced to every four years to promote a denser
structure and increase fruit/nut production?

•

Consider lighting - Make sure the bridge is sited
away from streetlights and vehicle headlights
where possible to ensure a dark crossing point.

SAFET Y & APPROVAL
•

Bridges may require up to 5.7m clearance from
a road (depending on road type)

•

Will the bridge be in a public-access location
and need to include measures or features to
prevent climbing or vandalism?

•

Does the road authority have specific inspection
and safety requirements? It is recommended
to consult in early stages with authorities to get
input

•

Bridges going over a road are likely to require a
more advanced approval process than bridges
going under a road (e.g. through a culvert or
underpass)
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CONNECTIVIT Y
•

Aim to position both ends of the bridge in
optimal habitat. Can the dormouse habitat on
both sides of the bridge be further enhanced
within the landscape strategy?

•

Include dense planting at the base of each
bridge end as existing vegetation may need to
be reduced to allow the bridge to be installed Spiky vegetation such as Bramble or Hawthorn
will also dissuade public access to the bridge.

•

If part of a European Protected Species Licence
(EPSL), does the bridge require immediate
connectivity for mitigation? If so, vegetation
planting will need to be comprised of mature
and/or quick-growing specimens as soon as
installation is complete to ensure connectivity
within the timeline.

BRIDGE T YPE
Animex® has two main types of installation for
dormouse bridges: Standalone or Retrofit.
•

Retrofit: Are there any existing structures such
as a culvert, underpass or bridge overpass? Are
these owned by the same authority?

•

Standalone: What bridge length is required
and does the length exceed the limits
without central posts? Is there space for large
foundations to be installed?

The following sections will provide more detail on
each bridge type and considerations for each in the
planning stages:

STANDALONE
RETROFIT

pg. 10
pg. 14
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SECTION II

STANDALONE BRIDGE

Free-standing structure to provide habitat connectivity.

A standalone bridge is independently supported by steel
columns for installation in locations where there is no
existing structure. This allows for more flexible positioning
to find the best location for the bridge.
The standalone bridge has the following key features:
•

Bridge can be up to approximately 24m without
central posts. If a longer bridge is required, it will
require supporting posts in the middle.

•

Suitable for connecting two sides of single or dual
carriageway roads, rail or waterways

•

Requires foundations designed by engineers at
each of the supporting posts, which needs a ground
investigation report in order to design (see Section IV)

•

SUPPORTING COLUMN
ANIMEX BRIDGE SECTION
STEEL TOP PLATE
WELDED TO COLUMN
WITH CLEARANCE HOLES
FOR HALF COUPLERS

HALF COUPLERS WITH
SEPARATION MATERIAL

STEEL COLUMN

For installation, lifting machinery may be essential to
install the steel support posts

THINGS TO KEEP IN MIND
•

Often requires clearance of at least 4.5 metres from
the road at bridge ends with 5.7 metres height above
the road– clarify requirement with road authority and
take into account in planning the length required

•

Each leg of the bridge must sit a minimum of 2 metres
into suitable dormouse habitat (preferably more)

•

A standalone bridge over a road will require an AIP

HOLDING DOWN BOLTS WITH
POLYST YRENE FORMER IN
FOUNDATIONS

BASE PLATE WITH
CLEARANCE HOLES FOR
HOLDING DOWN BOLTS

Note: These are examples. Design of final fixings and posts
may change based on specific project needs.
1 0 IA ANIME X W ILDIL F E B R I DGE : B E ST P RACT I CE G UI DA NC E
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STANDARD STEEL POSTS
We recommend bridges up to approximately 24m in length have supportive steel posts at each end
with further bridge sections extending away at angles into the habitat.

The posts must have
sufficienct clearance from
the road or be behind
crash barriers.

SIDE VIEW

TOP VIEW
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SECTION II

CENTRAL POSTS
If a standalone bridge is >24m long support posts may be needed. A median or safe clearance from
the road may also be needed to allow for the supporting posts. Below is an example showing how a
central support post is used to support and connect the bridge over a wide dual carriageway.

The central post must also
have safe clearance or a
sufficient crash barrier to
meet road regulations.

EXTENDED POST ENDS

If suitable habitat is too far away from the main posts, smaller posts may be used to connect additioal
bridge sections into the vegetation. These smaller posts are similar to the retrofit bridge end posts and
allow the bridge to be placed at least 2 metres into the habitat to create a dense connection.

Small end post can extend
the length beyond the large
steel posts to reach suitable
vegetation habitat
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BRIDGE SECTION EXAMPLE
Exact parts and design may vary depending on
individual project requirements.

ALUMINIUM BRIDGE
FRAME

RECYCLED PLASTIC LUMBER
WITH WOODEN TEXTURE

LUMBER SECURED WITH
BOLTS & SHEAR NUTS

TRANSIENT SHELTER
APPROX. 1 EVERY METRE
PERFORATED METAL FLOORING

The Animex® Wildlife Bridge has been designed considering the ecology and behaviour of dormice. The bridge was
developed in partnership with People’s Trust for Endangered Species to be used as a crossing for dormice. Since the
initial research trial, the materials have been upgraded to meet Highways England’s high safety standards and comes
with a 30-year material guarantee.

APPROXIMATE BRIDGE SECTION SIZES

~260mm

~300mm

AB33
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`~350mm

~410mm

AB43

~310mm

~330mm

AB34

~420mm

~440mm

AB44
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SECTION II

RETROFIT BRIDGE

Attached to existing structures to provide habitat connectivity.

A retrofit bridge is fixed to an existing structure such as a
culvert, underpass tunnel, or bridge overpass.

INTERNAL FIXINGS

The retrofit bridge has the following key features:
•

Bridge can be an unlimited length as long as there is a
fixing or post support every few metres

•

Can connect multiple isolated areas, such as four
habitat sections separated by a road and river or two
roads

•

Does not require foundations

• Typically, the retrofit bridge is a less expensive option
and in some cases is easier to get approval

THINGS TO KEEP IN MIND
•

Ensure the connecting ends of the wildlife bridge do
not exceed the height of the vegetation. This may
require a slope added to the bridge and include
planting of taller vegetation adjacent to the bridge,
then gradually grade this down to the height of the
surrounding vegetation.

•

Position of the end posts may require adjustment on
site during installation as there may be tree roots in
the way – leave some flexibility.

•

Position the bridge end at least 2 metres into the
vegetation and ideally at an angle to allow the
dormice more access points at different heights.

1 4 IA ANIME X W ILDIL F E B R I DGE : B E ST P RACT I CE G UI DA NC E

HVU-2 CAPSULE

THREADED ROD

HALFEN CHANNEL
BIMETALLIC
SEPARATION
WASHER W/ DOUBLE
NUTS

END POSTS
TOP PLATE WITH
CLEARANCE HOLES
FOR BOLTS WELDED

STEEL U-BOLT

WASHER W/ DOUBLE
NUTS

CONCRETE
FOUNDATION

BIMETALLIC
SEPRATION

STEEL POST

Note: These are examples. Design of final fixings and posts
may change based on the specific project needs.
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UNDERPASS EXAMPLE
An Animex® Wildlife Bridge may be fitted to the top or side of an underpass structure and connect into
optimal habitat on either side of the road, railway or river etc.

TOP VIEW

Bridge is fixed directly
to underpass and then
supported by posts
at Ends to connect into

SIDE VIEW
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SECTION II

CULVERT EXAMPLE
An Animex® Wildlife Bridge may be fitted to the top of a culvert, such as over a waterway. This
example shows the bridge connecting all four banks to provide multiple connectivity points. Keep in
mind the bridge should be located above the 100-year flood level within the culvert.

TOP VIEW

A retrofit bridge may have
multiple ends to connect
more than 2 habitat areas

SIDE VIEW
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BRIDGE PARAPET EXAMPLE
An Animex® Wildlife Bridge may be fitted to the parapet of an overbridge. This example will require
an AIP so we recommend speaking to your road authority if you want to use this method and find out
what their preferences are.

TOP VIEW

SIDE VIEW
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SECTION III

SECTION III
PLANNING:
TECHNICAL APPROVAL
Aside from planning the implementation of the bridge itself, some other considerations should be
taken into account at an early stage.
Most bridges are required to go through a technical approval and this process varies widely from
project to project, based on the requirements of the authorities and safety risk of the bridge.
To ensure a smooth process in the design and post-installation stages, we recommend involving
the relevant authorities early during the planning stage.

1 8 I ANIME X W ILDIL F E B R I DGE : B E ST P RACT I CE G UI DA NC E
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ROADS
Technical Approval from Local & National Highway Authorities
All proposed structures within the road boundary will require Highway Authority approval and are required to meet
their standards. The objectives of the Technical Approval procedures are to ensure, as far as reasonable, that highway
structures are safe and serviceable in use and fit for their intended function.
Technical Approval generally covers structural design, the type of foundation, design lifespan, future maintenance and
inspection of structures with necessary Risk Assessments.
The Animex® Wildlife Bridge is placed into one of four Categories (Cat): 0, 1, 2 or 3. Cat 0 is for the least significant
structures to Cat 3 for the more complex structures. Normally Animex® Wildlife Bridges fall into Cat 0 or 1, but this has
to be agreed with the Technical Approval Authority prior to commencing the project. Categories 1 to 3 will require an
Agreement in Principle (AIP) document to be completed, while Category 0 does not. Typically, any bridge that is being
installed above a road will require an AIP.
If an AIP is required, ensure to leave some extra time within the design period as this may entail some back and forth
adjustments in the design period between the engineer and the Technical Approval Authority (TAA) to obtain approval.
Once the TAA agrees with the details, the Design and Check Certificates can be signed off.

OTHER CONSIDERATIONS

OWNERSHIP
Once the bridge is installed, who will take
responsibility for it?
In some cases, this may be the same organisation/
firm who is planning the bridge. However, in other
cases it may be the intention to build the bridge and
hand over responsibility to another organisation such
as the road authority. It should be known early on
who is planning to take responsibility for the bridge
in the long-term to inspect and maintain it and if they
have specific requirements.

•

Are there any other stakeholders that will need
to be consulted in the planning stages? For
example, a bridge crossing a road may need
input from private landowners on either side if it
will extend into their land

•

Are there any additional documentation
requirements?

•

Who is responsible for habitat management and
monitoring of the dormouse populations after
completion in the adjacent habitat?

APPROVAL FOR RAILWAYS
The technical approval process for rail is a bit different. For a bridge to be placed over a
railway, Network Rail must be involved in planning and they have their own approval process
and mandatory design certificates. The project will require an engineer that is familiar with
the Network Rail safety standards.
All installers will also need to hold qualifications to work on the rail.

©Co pyr i ght Ani mex International 2021
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SECTION IV

SECTION IV
ENGINEERING & DESIGN
There is not a “one size fits all” solution for an Animex® Wildlife Birdge. In order to receive technical
approval, every bridge requires a separate bespoke design that is suited for individual specifics.
All bridges will be designed to meet current Highway Authority specifications, standards and
guidance.
The engineers will need site information to feed into the design. This section includes a list of the
information that is typically needed.

2 0 I ANIME X W ILDIL F E B R I DGE : B E ST P RACT I CE G UI DA NC E
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CONTRACTING AN ENGINEER
The first step is to select an engineer who will produce the drawings.
We work closely with engineers at CampbellReith, an independent firm of consulting engineers that provide Civil &
Structural Engineering services from 5 UK offices. If you are seeking engineering designs, CampbellReith will be able to
offer the technical design service for bridges, foundations and obtain Highway Authority approval. CampbellReith have
extensive experience within this field and have delivered a number of bridges. However, Animex® can work with any
engineers to ensure the bridge designs are completed and will be acceptable for the dormice if you have a preference.
If the same style of bridge is being constructed in multiple locations the engineering costs are likely to be reduced for
additional bridges but each location will still require its site specific engineering drawings.
Note on AIPs: Engineers will typically charge additional fees for producing an AIP. The AIP is the technical agreement
of the design, as described in Section III. It creates an additional step to the design stage as the authorities may request
changes to the design in order to reach agreement.

THE DESIGN PROCESS
Every bridge design typically undergoes the same process. However, there may be variation in the time scale based on
the number of comments and redesigns required.

1
2
3
4

Generally initial structural proposals will take 2 to 3 weeks which will depend on information provided
by the stakeholders and their team (see pgs 22-23). Our engineers work proactively and communicate
directly to the client or their team to obtain the necessary information they require.

Once a draft design has been prepared it will be submitted to the stakeholder and their team for comment
and approval. Comments are addressed and preliminary designs are then resubmitted to the stakeholder
for final sign off.

Concurrently, engineers liaise with the Highway Authority to find out the requirements and understand
their approval process. This could be simplified if project managers already made enquiries about
the dormice bridge installation or working with the authorities on other infrastructures works for the
project. The general approval process varies, depending on Highway Authority requirements and
response times.

Highway Authority comments are addressed and designs are resubmitted for approval. Upon agreement
the Design and Check Certificates and AIP (if required) will be signed off by the relevant parties.

Note: Weight of the retrofit dormice bridges will be added to the existing structures, but is not considered to be significant.
An approximate weight of the dormice bridge with attachments is 15kg/m. Therefore existing structures likely do
not require to be reassessed for their capacity to support the additional loading of the structure, but this has to be
agreed with the TAA.
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SECTION IV

WHAT INFORMATION IS NEEDED?

The engineer must be provided with some information in order to design
the technical drawings for the bridge.

STANDALONE BRIDGE
For the design of standalone bridges, engineers will require the following information to highlight any constraints when
they are designing the bridge and foundations:
•

Agreement on bridge location(s). This may be identified as approximate on the site plan or a site meeting may be
required to discuss.

•

Ground Investigation Report

•

Topography Survey showing all infrastructures, services (existing and proposed) and site ground levels (existing and
proposed) at the proposed bridge locations.

•

Site plans (existing and proposed) including features such as roads and vegetation (where it needs to connect to). If
there are CAD drawings available of the site features, please provide to the engineer.

RETROFIT BRIDGE
For the design of retrofit bridges, the engineers will require:
•

Agreement on bridge location(s). This may be identified as approximate on the site plan or a site meeting may be
required to discuss.

• Existing bridge or gantry structural drawings and location/details of any limitations e.g. rebar or precast tendons
• Site plans including features such as roads and vegetation (where it needs to connect to). If there are CAD drawings
available of the site features as well as engineer’s requirement.
• For sites with significant slope, a ground level survey may be required for the post heights.
• Older existing concrete structures my require a pull-out test to ensure the fixings will adequately support the weight
of the dormouse bridge.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
In some cases, some further information may be requested. For example, there is normally some flexibility with the
supporting end posts of the bridges. However where there are slopes or banks, a level survey to establish the ground
profile is recommended to assist with the placement of the bridge and establishing post heights.

2 2 I ANIME X W ILDIL F E B R I DGE : B E ST P RACT I CE G UI DA NC E
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EXAMPLE TECHNICAL DRAWINGS
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SECTION V

SECTION V
SUPPLY & INSTALLATION
The engineering designs must be completed before you can move on to the supply and
installation stage. A final quotation is provided and once this is accepted, all parts are
manufactured, assembled and shipped along with the relevant documents.
The bridge is delivered in modular sections, to be assembled by an installation team on site.
The installation methods vary by the type of bridge. We’ve provided some basic methods of
installation in this section and can work with the installers to provide further advice for each
particular project.

2 4 I ANIME X W ILDIL F E B R I DGE : B E ST P RACT I CE G UI DA NC E
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SUPPLY

What happens once the engineering designs are done?

STEP 1: FINAL QUOTATION
• An updated quotation is provided with the final cost of the bridge(s)
• The quotation may differ from the initial quote if there have been many
changes made during the design stage
• Written acceptance of the quotation is required before parts are ordered

STEP 2: MANUFACTURING
• Since every bridge is bespoke and may have different requirements, this is
not an “off the shelf” product
• All parts are fabricated and assembled to create the Animex® Wildlife Bridge,
using our standard fixings unless otherwise specified

STEP 3: DELIVERY
• Allow a minimum of 6-8 weeks (for one bridge) from the placement of order
to receive delivery, inquire for a more accurate time estimate for your bridge
• Bridges are delivered in seperate modules up to 6m lengths. Some bridges
may be delivered in multiple loads to ensure the bridge is arrives safely
• All additional parts (e.g. bolts, pins) are packaged in boxes or bags and
labelled

STEP 4: DOCUMENTS PROVIDED
• Certificate for 30 year material guarantee
• Installation guidance & parts list
• Bridge configuration drawing
Note: If you require any other documentation for your project, please let us know in advance.
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SECTION V

INSTALLATION

How does everything fit together on site?
CONTRACTING AN INSTALLER
Animex® does not provide installation services directly. However, in 2020 we partnered with Mitchell Bridges, a bridge
installation company who can provide services throughout the country. If you require installation services we can put
you in touch with them to set up installation on your project.
Alternatively, you can use your own workers or contract a third party separately. The Animex® Wildlife Bridge is not
complicated to install and we provide some instruction on general installation to assist in the process. If required, we
may be able to provide a representative to supervise installation, at additional cost.

STANDALONE BRIDGE

1
2
3
4

The standalone bridge involves at least two large foundations at either end of the bridge. These must
be installed first as they will form the base of the bridge.

Next any steel posts should be installed to the foundations, fixing securely into place. A typical
standalone bridge has one steel post at either end. Installing the steel posts will require lifting
machinery, which the installer will likely arrange.

The bridge can be installed, starting at the foundations and working its way across until fully
connected. The bridge can typically support its own weight so can be installed right across. If
the bridge extends at the ends beyond the steel posts to connect into the vegetation, this can be
connected last.

Once the structure is completely installed, the final step is improving the habitat (see Section VI).
Often, shrub planting is needed at the bridge ends. The aim is for the ends of the bridge to be a
minimum of 2m within dense vegetation.
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RETROFIT BRIDGE
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For a retrofit bridge, we typically recommend to start installing from the middle working towards the
ends. The reason is that the exact placement of the bridge on the structure will impact the angle and
location of the posts at the end.

The fixings are first installed to the structure and the bridge can be secured to these and connected,
working towards the outside. Follow the specifications provided in the engineering drawings for any
important measurements.

Once the bridge is outside of the structure, the end posts (if required) can be installed. Connect the
bridge toward the first end post until the exact location planned for the end post is known.

A hole is dug and the post/foundations are installed as per drawings, typically using a concrete base.
There may need to be some flexibility in location of the posts along the bridge as there may be large
tree roots near the vegetation that cannot be removed.

Once the structure is completely installed, the final step is improving the habitat (see Section VI).
Often, shrub planting is needed at the bridge ends. The aim is for the ends of the bridge to be a
minimum of 2m within dense vegetation.

CONNECTING BRIDGE SECTIONS
The modules of the bridge itself connect together like a puzzle piece. A
rod is placed through holes in the bridge and is secured with a locking
nut. A video instruction can be provided. Where some flexibility is
required in the connection (e.g. on slopes), hinged connectors may be
recommended instead.
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SECTION VI

SECTION VI
POST-INSTALLATION
MONITORING
Once the Animex® Wildlife bridge is installed, it is important that the habitat at either end remains
well-connected and suitable for dormice to thrive. In some cases this may mean habitat improvement
following installation of the bridge. Monitoring of the dormouse populations either side of the bridge is
also recommended and any drops in population numbers may indicate a problem with the habitat. The
following information does not provide extensive details of habitat creation and management for dormice
– existing best practice guidelines should also be consulted.
CLICK HERE TO VIEW THE DORMOUSE CONSERVATION HANDBOOK (Bright et al., 2006).

In addition to monitoring of the dormice habitat, some bridges may require regular technical inspection
to make sure that the bridge remains in good condition for use by animals and meets safety regulations.
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STRUCTURAL INSPECTION
The Animex® Wildlife Bridge is low-maintenance and long-lasting with a 30-year lifespan. However, many road
authorities will require regular inspection and maintenance of the structure. Animex® does not provide an
inspection plan, however we can provide input to help produce one with you.
If there are any defects or breakages identified on a bridge, please contact Animex® to evaluate and determine if
any replacement parts need to be provided under the 30-year guarantee.

HABITAT MANAGEMENT

A.

Alongside generic advice relating to dormouse conservation outlined
in The Dormouse Conservation Handbook (Bright et al, 2006) include
the following bridge-specific elements
• Ensure dormice can continue to find the bridge: the management
strategy must maintain optimal dormouse habitat adjacent to the
bridge, as well as arboreal habitat connectivity on site and with
the wider landscape.
• Dormice must always be able to access the bridge: both ends
of the bridge must remain suitably connected to surrounding
vegetation. Ensure this vegetation stands at the same height as
the bridge.

B.

• The management plan must be reactive to the results of the
population monitoring – if dormouse numbers start falling this
suggests a decrease in habitat quality and/or habitat connectivity
either adjacent to the bridge or with the wider landscape.
• Where new planting is proposed, allow for replacement planting
to cover any failures – this will maintain continued connectivity to
the bridge.

C.

• Although not advised, vegetation may require clearance at the
legs of the bridge on occasion to allow structural inspection
checks to be undertaken. Ensure you cover this in the mitigation
strategy. Vegetation clearance should be kept to the minimum
possible to achieve the required outcome and be supervised by
a suitably licensed Ecologist. Provision should be secured for
immediate and suitably robust replacement planting.
A. The bridge end should be >2m within vegetation.
B. Planting may be used for increasing connectivity or enhancing nearby habitat.
C. Coppiced hazel can increase nesting and foraging opportunities for dormice.
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SECTION VI

POPULATION MONITORING
What techniques are best to monitor the impact of a bridge?

PLACING DORMOUSE BOXES

Install wooden dormouse boxes within the habitat both sides of the
bridge to encourage dormice to the bridge and to allow for future
population monitoring. It is highly recommended that boxes are
installed prior to construction of the bridge to attract dormice to the
area. However, boxes should be placed after all vegetation clearance is
complete.
Required numbers are as follows:
• Bridges up to 30 metres in length: 25 boxes either side of the bridge;
• Bridges exceeding 30 metres in length: 50 boxes either side.
Space boxes 15-20 metres apart, within suitable habitat.
This is a standard monitoring setup for the National Dormouse Monitoring
Programme (NDMP) meaning that when your data is submitted to the
People’s Trust for Endangered Species (PTES) as part of your licence
return, it will be comparable with over 400 NDMP sites in England and
Wales.
Wooden dormouse boxes can be purchased from Animex® at a
discounted rate when purchased with the Animex® Wildlife Bridge®. A
percentage of the proceeds will be donated to conservation projects in
the UK.

LONG-TERM MONITORING

Long-term population monitoring and a reactive landscape management scheme are key to maintaining the optimal
value and success of the bridge in the future.
By adhering to our best practice guidelines associated with the position of your Animex® Wildlife Bridge it will be
installed in optimal and connected habitat, but the habitat needs to remain high to ensure continued use in the longterm.
Implement a programme of post-installation population monitoring once the bridge has been installed. This will
determine whether the dormouse population remains present within the habitat network adjacent to the bridge.
Populations are best monitored by checking the wooden dormouse boxes introduced to the site.
POPULATION MONITORING MUST BE UNDERTAKEN BY A SUITABLY LICENSED ECOLOGIST
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CONDUCTING SURVEYS

The more information the better: monthly population
monitoring should be undertaken as often as possible
and for as long as possible, but as a minimum,
monitoring visits should be undertaken twice per
year for at least six years. Monitoring visits should be
undertaken in May/June and September/October (as
a minimum) throughout the lifetime of the monitoring
scheme. Please refer to Bright et al. (2006) for full
details.
If dormouse numbers decrease or the species appears
to have become entirely absent on one or both sides
of the bridge, this may highlight that habitat quality
and/or connectivity has decreased. The habitat
management scheme must then be updated to ensure
the continuation of optimal dormouse habitat either
side of the bridge (see below).
In order to assess the future success of mitigation
strategies it is important to link the original Phase
II Survey data with the mitigation report and future
monitoring data with the site. Licence return data is
collected by the People’s Trust for Endangered Species
(PTES): please use the same six figure site centroid grid
reference for all data associated with the site. Please
submit your monitoring data to PTES.

A NOTE ON MOTION-ACTIVATED CAMERAS
The use of motion-activated cameras to monitor bridge usage/success alone is not
considered an accurate method. Firstly, this is extremely labour-intensive and is therefore
not likely to be a feasible option. Further, and more importantly, the use of camera traps
on the bridge often provides false negatives and therefore is not an accurate monitoring
technique when used in isolation. Dormice often move too fast to trigger the cameras
in time to appear in the subsequent video clip, thereby producing what appears to be
a ‘false trigger’, when in fact a dormouse has been present. In addition, due to the low
population densities and small home ranges of dormice, it may take a while for the bridge
to be utilised by individuals. This does not mean that the bridge will not be effective and
does not reduce the value of the bridge, it just reflects the benefit of long term habitat
monitoring to accurately assess the effectiveness of the structure.
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